




MORE INNOVATION

MORE POWER

MORE strength

MORE comfort

MORE fun

MORE value

MORE durability
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Delivering more was the whole purpose of building our first mower. It sure wasn’t because the world 
needed one more zero-turn mower company—it just needed one built right.

As a group of folks gathered around the parking lot driving our first mower, the name Bad Boy was struck 
when a driver jumped off and exclaimed, ‘that’s a Bad Boy.’ With more power, strength and simple easy-

to-use functionality than any before it, that ‘Mow with an Attitude’ determination and strength from deep 
within our company has propelled us and driven our success ever since.

We were obviously on to something because our competitors would freely offer the advice that we couldn’t 
keep ‘over-building them’ like that and sell them ‘for that low of a price.’ Of course, we just didn’t think 

there was anything wrong with building a mower that outlasted everything else out there and our 
customers sure didn’t seem to mind saving a bit of money along the way. 

Fast forward to the state-of-the-art manufacturing muscle and ever-growing workforce located 
right in the middle of this country, in the Ozark Mountains, and you’ll find that classic American 

manufacturing and the classic American success story lives on—and is stronger than ever.

We’ve never stopped manufacturing products “like they used to,” with a build standard that’s 
anything but disposable quality. In fact, from the very beginning, we’ve been building on a premise 

that a Bad Boy may be the last mower you ever own. And the end result has made us the fastest 
growing mower company in the world.

we’re MORE for YOUR 
mower country.
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We’re creating hundreds of home-grown jobs thanks to your support. We’re also 
bringing new efficiencies to manufacturing by mixing skilled craftsmen and world-class 
technology to build our mowers. Our pledge to continue proving that good old-
fashioned manufacturing is alive, well and growing—right in the heart of America.

We like to think that a little bit of that first team is welded into the frame of every 
mower we’ve built since our first. And if it’s all the same to the rest of the industry, 
we’ll keep on building a better mower for a better price. After all, it’s served our 
customers—and us—pretty well over the last decade or so.



everything hinges 
on starting with a 
stronger frame.

We gauge the durability of our mowers 
by not just years, but decades of use. 
That’s why at the core of every Bad Boy 
frame is a series of 11-gauge, 2˝ x 2˝  steel 
cut and welded rails. Every innovation, 
every component and every feature of a 
Bad Boy rests on the reputation supported 
by this frame. It takes longer to fabricate a 
frame like ours than stamping one, but it’s 
the only way to guarantee your Bad Boy 
won’t just out-mow the competition—but 
outlast it as well. And it’s why the only 
stamping done around here is giving our 
stamp of approval. 

Two powder 
coat paint 
systems 
infuse the 
steel with 
our Bad Boy 
orange.

Building 
inventory 
for another 
record year!

American-
Made right 
from the   
very start.

Everything 
comes together 
along multiple 
assembly lines.

Multiple 
laser cutters 
maximize every 
inch of steel.

Our expansive—and 
growing—assembly lines 
hum all year round.
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then we hinge our success on innovation.

Our patented Swing-Away Design® really is all it’s cracked 
open to be. The ability to access virtually every serviceable 
component and make otherwise-hard-to-reach places easy 

to clean, has been a hallmark of Bad Boy Mowers 
since our very first mower. 

Protected by patent, our Swing-Away® 
Design can’t be found on any other mower 

and once you’ve had it, you’ll never want 
another mower without it.
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We built our very first mower with two things going for it:
1. A frame stronger like no other.
2. A way to get around to everything after we’d  put 

everything on it.
And the result was our patented Swing-Away Design.® 

Core strength and innovation at its core. 

And in just over a decade we’ve brought more innovation, 
design and value to the  zero-turn mower industry than any 
other—and we’re just getting started. With our continuing 
investment in manufacturing capabilities, our commitment is to 
be Always Better, so you can always Mow with an Attitude!

always better.



FULL FRONT VIBRATION CONTROL! Front arms 
are individually hinged for optimum independent 
movement  across any terrain.
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Smooth. Real smooth.
Our exclusive and patented EZ-Ride® 
System—utilizing independent front and 
rear rubber compression shocks—set the 
standard for absorbing vibration and 
providing independent suspension over 
uneven terrain, allowing you to mow faster 
for longer periods with less fatigue. 

Previously available only on our largest 
professional models, our Diesels and Outlaw XP, we’ve 
shaken up the industry again by engineering the same 

terrain-absorbing qualities on our all-new Maverick—and at a 
breakthrough price!

Both EZ-Ride Systems®  allow our fixed decks to glide more evenly over your mowing 
area for an even, more manicured cut. So you’ll not only see the  difference in the 
quality of cut, you’ll feel the difference in the seat of your  pants at the end of the day.

At bad boy, when it 
comes to engineering 
a better  Mower,    
the sky’s the limit.

We optimize every mower for a near-perfect power to 
performance ratio. For us, it’s more than just strapping 

on the largest, most powerful engines 
available. It also means coupling 
that power with superior hydraulic 
systems for peak performance. With 

our cooler-running oversized hoses, 
cooling fans and self-contained or 
separate drive motors and pumps by 

Hydro-Gear® you’ll smoothly go about your business at 
the highest speeds.

we’ve got the guts to deliver more power.

A BREAK-THROUGH PATENT-PENDING DESIGN 
FOR INTEGRATED DRIVE SYSTEMS! Each drivetrain 
is supported individually by twin compression shocks for 
maximum shock absorbing suspension.



With its unmatched strength and solid all-welded 3-gauge construction as a start, we weld an 
additional 3-gauge skirt on the leading edge. Then we add an adjustable tapered front leading 
edge for adapting to any kind of grass or conditions. The deep 5.5˝ deck allows for greater volume of 
discharge—and you’ll need it—because our inner baffles create more lift and vacuum for an exceptional 
cut. And lastly, the extended discharge promotes an even clipping dispersal.

It blows all other mower decks away.

We’ve re-located our deck lift to the outside of our 2˝x 2˝ steel rail frame on both the 
front and back for far more rigid support across the deck—from edge to edge. Heavy-
duty actuator bars allow for smooth, reliable deck lift action time after time.

better at doing the heavy lifting.

Patented side impact absorber.
Our deck supports feature dual shocks that minimize the possibility 
of damage to your deck due to side impacts to homes, planters, 
fences or curbs. This deck compression absorption capability allows 
the deck to nudge side-to-side, returning to it’s center position 
without affecting cut quality. Rigid when it needs to be, flexible when 
it has to be—and available on every Armor-Tek® Outlaw Deck.

The full-width bar seat release is easy to use no matter what side of the mower 
you’re on when you need to get to the heart of your Bad Boy Mower.

easiest seat release, bar none.
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industry-shaking Smooth ride
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INTRODUCING THE NEW

ACRES
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4800 MAVERICK  5400 MAVERICK  6000 MAVERICK

Kohler® confidant

747cc Deck Width

48˝ • 54˝ • 60˝

Kawasaki®  FS 730

726cc Deck Width

48˝ • 54˝ • 60˝
The fully adjustable handles on our steering levers let you find exactly 
the right fit and position for comfortable control.

Front arms are individually hinged for optimum independent 
movement  across any terrain.

Another first 
from the folks 
that build them 
to last.
Our newest commercial-grade mower 
features our patented EZ-Ride System—
with fully independent front and rear 
suspension that glides over uneven 
terrain and absorbs vibration—at a breakthrough price.

Our stylish good looks also work harder. Besides 
looking as fast as it is, our new tanks are quick to 
handle all the controls and lots of storage—including 
room for your favorite beverage.

Each drivetrain is supported individually by twin 
compression shocks which provide maximum terrain 
absorbing performance. This patent-pending suspension 
allows the deck to glide for a better cut.

forward progress.

more cush for the tush.
Our new comfort seat is the perfect 
companion for the Maverick. With more 
padding right where it counts, it’s living room 
comfort on the move.

adjustable for the perfect fit.

REAR Responsiveness.
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$5,899
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.



more comfortable peak performance
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ACRES DAILY5+COMMERCIAL POWER



5400 XP  6100 XP  7200 XP 

VANGUARD®  36HP

993cc Deck Width

61˝ • 72˝

Kawasaki®  FX850

852cc Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝ • 72˝

$8,599
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.
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This Bad Boy
has it all.

PRECISION DRIVE

Dual hydraulic tanks and dual 
individual drive motors for the power 
and performance professionals 
demand. Our hydraulic systems, from 
hoses to tanks, are bigger and more 
robust to run cooler and provide all 
the power and speed you’ll ever need.

separate hydraulic 
tanks and motors 
pros demand.

With unmatched, adjustable front leading 
edge, depth and baffling system to create 
more lift for greater discharge and cleaner 
cut, it blows all other decks away.

Patented front and rear independent 
compression shock suspension allows our 
mower to absorb vibration for a more 
comfortable, all-day workload. It also 
allows the deck to glide more smoothly for 
a better, more manicured cut.

With self-lubricating bushings 
and extremely high-tolerance 
milled construction,
our SteerTek drive 
system provides 
the most nimble, 
fluid, responsive and 
agile drive system around.

Quick and easy access to virtually every serviceable part of the Outlaw makes this 
patented feature an open and shut case for Bad Boy Mowers.

We’ve thrown everything you’ve ever asked for into 
the industry-leading Outlaw XP—along with several 
innovations that didn’t even exist on zero-turn mowers 
until now. 

The Outlaw XP is designed and built with one singular 
goal in mind—delivering the finest cut lawn care 
professionals and serious landowners demand. 

And it delivers years of  use with the speed, power and 
comfort a Bad Boy Mower has become known for.

The Outlaw XP sets the bar for every other commercial 
mower out there, packing more innovation and 
performance—and all for a better value.



extreme performance 
for an extreme value.
This Bad Boy is the definition of extreme and built specifically for the 
tough commercial mower market. Built with input and surveys from 
professional operators nationwide, we punched it up even more—and 
still managed to build it for the best price-to-performance ratio in the 
business. With the largest integrated transaxle Hydro-Gear® offers, 
wide range of engine options and lower profile frame, it’s a commercial 
operator’s dream machine. 
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The commercial 
ZT5400 Hydro-

Gear® Integrated Powertrain was designed 
specifically for the tough commercial demands 
of lawn care professionals. 
With heavy duty shafts, 
automotive-style planetary 
gears and bearings for trouble-
free life, these powertrains 
also feature internal wet-disc 

$7,949
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

5400 EXTREME  6100 EXTREME  7200 EXTREME

VANGUARD®  36

993cc Deck Width

61˝ • 72˝

Kawasaki®  FX850

852cc Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝ • 72˝

Kohler®  COMMAND PRO EFI

824cc Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝

integrated 
powerhouse.
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ACRES DAILY5+COMMERCIAL POWER



naturally, it’s a better mower
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ACRES DAILY5+COMMERCIAL POWER
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$7,199
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

classic performance from 
a classic American mower.
The Outlaw Class of zero-turn mowers was built blades up from professional users and 
owners input and wish lists. And even though it’s been improved on year after year, at 
its core is the heart of every Bad Boy Mower that came before it. 

With powerful engine options, coupled with a Hydro-Gear® drive system that pairs up 
perfectly with them, it’s a virtually indestructible mower at just the right mix of power 
for professionals—and priced for homeowners. There is simply no better zero-turn 
mower for the money out there. It’s rock-solid build construction packed with more 
power for a better price—that’s a Bad Boy. Mow with an Attitude!

All controls are no-nonsense, easy to read and even easier 
to operate. Just to the operator’s left is a low-profile brake 
handle, easy to read fuel gauge and lots of deep storage for 
electronics and other personal items.

it’s easy to see why a bad boy
is so easy to operate.

With the ZT4400 Hydro-Gear® 
Integrated Powertrain, the Outlaw 
features a drive that runs cooler and 
with less stress due to the extra-
heavy duty gears and shaft system.
It provides more than enough power 
for demanding lawn care professionals 
or large acreage homeowners.

HERE’s more 
power to you.

5400 OUTLAW  6100 OUTLAW

VANGUARD®  810

810cc Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝

Kawasaki®  FX730V

726cc Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝

Kohler®  CONFIDANT

747cc Deck Width

54˝ • 61˝
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$6,299
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

4200 COMPACT  4800 COMPACT

Kawasaki®  FX691V

726cc Deck Width

42˝ • 48˝

VANGUARD®  810

810cc Deck Width

42˝ • 48˝
PAGE 24

COMMERCIAL POWER 5+ ACRES DAILY

our new compact outlaw 
packs a huge advantage.

What it gives up in full-size deck width, our NEW Compact Outlaw doesn’t 
give an inch in the same construction, innovation and value of the Outlaw class 
of zero-turn mowers. From front to back, it shares the same features such as 
our 2˝ x 2˝ all-steel rail frame, powerful engine options and great price with a 
side-to-side profile that lets it slip into areas that might otherwise be too  tight 
to get to. There’s virtually no area this  versatile mower can’t get in and out of 
quickly and efficiently—leaving behind a great cut like only a Bad Boy can.
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smoother all the way around
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stand out stand-on performance
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Fullsize Model with 
Deck  Widths of 48,̋  

54˝ and 61˝

Compact Model 
featuring gate-entering 

36˝ Deck Width

ACRES DAILY5+COMMERCIAL POWER
PAGE 28



With our all-new concave front fork support, not only do 
you have better front line visibility for mowing up close, 
you can also squeeze your fleet on a trailer for a snug fit.

$6,299
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

$6,599
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

FULLSIZE

COMPACT

TWO SIZES for a 
huge advantage.
We’ve taken our Outlaw,® Stand-On and made it even 
more versatile by adding a 36˝ deck-width model 
featuring the same great cut, legendary 2˝ x 2˝ all-
steel rail frame construction and new powerful engine 
option. Larger rear tires for improved performance on 
inclines and Hydro-Gear® integrated hydraulic drives 
makes getting around easy even in the tightest spaces. 
It’s as easy to mow with as it is seeing what you’re 
mowing around.

4800 STAND-ON  5400 STAND-ON  6100 STAND-ON

Kawasaki®  FX 730V

726cc Deck Width

48˝ • 54˝ • 61˝

Kawasaki®  FX 691V

726cc Deck Width

36˝

3600 COMPACT STAND-ON

tuck it in tighter places.

when you 
need access, 
we’ve got 
your back.

Virtually every serviceable 
part is easy to get to with our 

full-width opening back—from fluids to 
hydraulic and electrical components. The 
manual deck lever, conveniently 
located on the side, has ten cutting 
height options for locking in the 
perfect cut every time. The control 
panel and steering levers offer touch 
control and padded front rest—with 
storage and drink holder—makes for a great 
stand up workplace.
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performance at a higher level
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6100 DIESEL 7200 DIESEL  6100 COMPACT DIESEL

caterpillar®   4-Cylinder LC

1500cc Deck Width

61˝ • 72˝

caterpillar®   3-Cylinder LC

1100cc Deck Width

61˝

POWERED
DIESELS

$15,299
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

FULLSIZE

$13,599
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

COMPACT

World-renowned for delivering dependable year-after-year 
performance, the four- and three-cylinder CAT engines provide 
brute force strength to no matter how much—or whatever —
territory you mow.

purr-fectly powerful.
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our fullsize or 
compact diesels 
may be your 
biggest value.
Whether you pick the Fullsize or Compact diesel 
model, each sports virtually every available feature 
Bad Boy has invented or perfected since our very 
beginning. From our newest deck improvements to 
our classic Easy-Ride® and patented Swing-Away® 
Systems, these Caterpillar-powered  beasts are built 
for the toughest workloads. Both models features 
separate pumps and wheel motors and both offer 
exceptional build quality and exceptional price, 
representing the biggest values around.  
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works beautifully at home
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4800 ZT ELITE  5400 ZT ELITE  6000 ZT ELITE

Kohler®  KT740

725cc Deck Width

48˝

Kawasaki®  FR 730

726cc Deck Width

48˝ • 54˝ • 60˝

$4,499
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

Kohler®  KT745

747cc Deck Width

54˝ • 60˝

Dual 3100 Hydro-Gear® Drive System features a 10cc 
pump and all-steel gear drive with heavy-duty steel 
bearings. Easily serviceable with replaceable filters and 
individual hydraulic fluid reservoirs for a cooler running 
mower, it’s built for a lifetime of residential use.

Our Fusion® hardened blades and 
higher blade tip-speed makes for 
cleaner, more even cuts.

Drive Time.

sharper, right down 
to the blades.

Our Front Forks—the heaviest duty in 
their class—are 1/2˝ formed solid steel. 
Built to bear the brunt of years of use.

our strength is 
measurably better.1/2˝

7-Gauge Formed and Welded Solid Steel Deck. With additional 5 gauge steel 
reinforcement edge. Features an improved baffling system for greater lift, 
cleaner cut and more even discharge.

all decked out for a better cut.

Easy-to-operate controls are all within easy 
reach. Our electric blade start  and electric deck 
height adjustment get you mowing right away.

a touch of control.
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it’s our best-selling ZT 
because It’s also our 
best all-around value.
We set a whole new standard for power, performance and price when we set out 
to build the ZT Elite.  And we keep it that way by continually improving virtually 
every part of the ZT Elite with improved hydraulics, more comfort, better 
handling and an even cleaner cut. We dare you to compare with any zero-turn 
mower in its price range and you’ll find there is simply no better value for the 
residential homeowner.



BIG PERFORMANCE PACKED IN A SMALL MOWER
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$3,399
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

4800 MZ MAGNUM  5400 MZ MAGNUM  

Kohler®  KT725

725cc Deck Width

48˝

Kawasaki®  FR 651V

726cc Deck Width

48˝ • 54˝

Kohler®  KT740

725cc Deck Width

54˝

a no-nonsense mower 
that’s built to last.
Most mowers at this price are made from flimsy stamped steel bolted 
together. So if you’re looking for the efficiencies of a zero-turn mower 
at a price that does not compromise on quality build construction and 
quality of cut—turn to the MZ Magnum. You’ll immediately appreciate 
the rock-solid, all-steel welded construction, powerful engine and ‘too 
much fun to call it work’ ride, cut and performance.

The MZ Magnum is more than just stylish 
good looks. Its sweeping  tanks feature lots 
of extra on-board storage and house all 
operational controls right at
your fingertips.

11-gauge solid steel and welded 5-gauge steel leading edge—
not stamped steel—on our decks sets us apart at this price 

point. We don’t cut corners 
when it comes to cutting 
quality—or quality of cut—
and neither should you.

All the MZ Magnum’s 
controls are located just 
to the right and feature 
electric blade start and full 
throttle control. It may be a 
small mower, but it’s packed 
with the same rugged, 
durable components and 
features of our much larger 
commercial mowers.

the deck is in the details.

throttle the 
competition.

looks as good as it’s built—
and mows even better.
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4200 MZ 

BRIGGS®  19HP

540cc Deck Width

42˝

$2,999
PRICES FROM

or low APR financing.
Subject to change. 
Destination and setup 
charges not included.
See your dealer for details.

Kohler®  KT725

725cc Deck Width

42˝

We introduced the zero-turn mower to a whole new breed of owners 
when we introduced the MZ. For the first time, the combination of 
solid steel construction plus incredible priced power—all hallmarks 
of a Bad Boy Mower—were rolled into one durable, fun to drive and 
inexpensive zero-turn. It was a revolution we were proud to start—
because everybody deserves a better finish cut.

Affordable 
maneuverability.
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Right at home
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This optional protection 
for our popular ZT Elite 
Mower is recommended for 
mowing on sloping terrain. 
Features quick-release pins 
for folding over for even 
more compact storage.
                 (Includes required seat
                        belt option)

  roll-over 
protection 
system. (rops)

Mulching Kit.
A must-have option for the most demanding non-bagging professional! 
Channels bolt to the underside of the deck, blocking the discharge for 
containing cuttings for optimal mulching. Mulching Blades are included 
in the kit. (Fits all mowers including MZ Magnum. Excludes MZ Magnum 48 

and MZ42 mower)

2 and 3-bagger clipping systems.
With mower-assisted drive blower, this bagging system makes easy work of managing 
heavy-duty clippings. Bags are easy to remove for quick disposal of  clippings and front 
counter-weight is included. Fits Outlaw 
Class, Maverick, CZT and ZT Elite Series 

Riding Zero-Turn Mowers.

MZ series
side bagger.
Convenient bagging solution for 
our popular MZ Magnum and MZ 
42 Series Mowers, this 3.75 bushel 
quick-mount bagger is easy to 
install and even easier to use.

MZ rear bagger.
Six bushel capacity rear bagging 
system blasts clippings into 
removable bags for easy use and 
disposal. Fits both MZ Magnum 
and MZ 42 Model Mowers.

mulching
blades.
Replaces your standard 
cutting blades. Available 
in all decks sizes.

Each and every accessory, made by (or for) Bad Boy Mowers, 
meets the same standard of durability and usability we hold our 
mowers to. With options for added operator safety for clean-up 
and convenience, you can be sure that every option fits and works 
perfectly with your Bad Boy Mower. For the latest accessories, 
please visit our website at  www.badboymowers.com

OPTIONS and 
accessories.

BA
D BOY APPROVED

ACC E S S O RIES
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advanced chute 
system. (ACS)
Take control of your mower’s discharge!
With the Advanced Chute System’s variable stage 
all-steel shield, you can effectively and accurately 
control the discharge from your zero-turn mower. 
Closing the Advanced Chute System completely 
prevents discharge into flower beds, driveways   
and swimming pools.  

In high-density areas where flying debris can 
damage windows, vehicles or even people, 
keeping the advanced chute at a semi-closed 
position forces debris down immediately, 
preventing straight line discharge at speeds  
of over 200 mph! 

Built for commercial lawn and garden 
professionals and zero-turn mower 
homeowner’s alike, it’s the perfect 
precision chute management system    
for the accuracy and maneuverability   
of your zero-turn mower. 

Plus, the 
Advanced 
Chute System 
also turns your 
mower into 
a powerful 
mulching machine, perfect for 
fall leaf cleanup!

For more information on the
versatile ACS System, visit 
www.advancedchute.com

Turn your mower into a 
mulching machine

take control of 
your discharge

accelerator 
grass catcher.
Replaces the chute on your 
Bad Boy and is quick and 
easy to load and unload your 
discharged clippings. (Fits all 

mowers except  72˝ decks.)
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BA
D BOY APPROVED

ACC E S S O RIES

LED LIGHTS.
8000 Lumen, high-intensity, 
low amperage LED square lights 
in durable cast aluminum alloy 
housing with stainless steel 
mounting hardware and wiring 
harness and lighted rocker switch.

Bar-Lug 
Tires.
Tractor-style tread 
for traction on the 
roughest terrain. 
Perfect for grip-and-
rip performance. 

FieldTrax 
Tires.
Get a grip on any 
and all terrain with 
the traction and sure 
footing these FieldTrax 
tires provide.

No Flat Tire.
For front forks, these solid 
form tires will continue to 
perform even if punctured. 
Sizes to fit all models. 

Chrome Wheel Covers.
Front and rear rims that add shine to your Bad 
Boy. Available in 8,̋  10˝ and 12˝ for all mowers. 
(Excludes MZ)

Soft-Top Canopy.
For the ZT and MZ, this top keeps 
you cool in the shade. Does not 
require our ROPS, this shade is easy 
to attach and remove.

HARD Top Cover.
Now you have it made in your own 
shade. Tough, just like the mowers it 
covers. Requires ROPS For Mounting. 
(Excludes MZ)

Suspension Seat.
Update your Outlaw, Maverick, CZT or 
ZT to the best seat in the house. Our 
Grammer Seat is fully adjustable to 
operator weight, height and variable 
rate suspension, lumbar support and 
back angle adjustments 
from 5° to 15.° 

ZT Class 
Basket.
Handy for storing small 
yard tools or picked up 
trash. Attaches easily 
with four bolts. They’re a 
perfect fit for our Compact 
Outlaw, CZT, Maverick and 
ZT mowers. (Excludes MZ)

OUTLAW
CLASS Basket.
Designed to fit our Outlaw 
series mowers, it’s the perfect 
companion for traveling with 
extra gear, tools or yard-grooming 
accessories. (Excludes Compact Outlaw)
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BA
D BOY APPROVED

ACC E S S O RIES

factory
fresh

BA
D BOY APPROVED

ACC E S S O RIES

Authentic Bad Boy 
Manufacturer’s 
Replacement Parts for 
every mower we build.

Drive 
Belts.
Our reinforced 
Kevlar® belts last 
longer because 
they’re the toughest 
you can buy.

Fusion Blades.
These stay-sharp blades feature ultra-hard 
Tungsten Carbide cutting edge. These blades stay 
sharp twice as long as ordinary mower blades!

Pump 
Belts.
Factory replacement 
reinforced Kevlar® belts 
last longer and stand up to the 
toughest conditions.

ENGINE OIL.
Factory replacement 
premium synthetic Engine Oil 
is specifically made for your 
Bad Boy Mower to ensure 
longer engine life.

Ethanol guard.
With fuel stabilizer keeps fuel 
cleaner longer and extends 
engine life. Pours directly 
into fuel tank and not only 
extends fuel storage life, but 
also prevents corrosion, gum 

formation and helps to 
remove water. Treats up 
to 80 gallons of fuel!

HYDROSTATIC OIL.
Factory replacement synthetic blend Hydrostatic oil 
is blended specifically to keep your Bad Boy Mower 
running cooler and at optimum performance.
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ACC E S S O RIES

Front 
Mount 
Sprayer.
Versatile sprayer 
that’s equally handy 
for staying seated 
when spraying from 
the mower or when 
you need to get off 
to spray hard to reach 
areas. (For Outlaws  

and Diesels)

De-Thatcher.
Springed steel tines comb 
embedded clippings from turf, 
for better water absorption. 

Pull-Behind Roller.
Steel roller can be filled with water for 
heavyweight use. 

Trailer Sprayer.
Pull behind, high-capacity powered sprayer 
with boom and hand-held sprayer head. 

Sweeper.
This pull-behind sweeper makes short 
work of collecting clippings or leaves. 
Easy to operate and easy to dump, this 
sweeper cleans up quick!

Utility Trailer.
Heavy-Duty, dual axle trailer 
features tilt bed. Rails keep tall or 
larger items from falling out. 

Aerator.
Heavy-duty blades punch 
holes in turf to promote 
better growth. 

Outlaw Hitch.
Removable, heavy-duty hitch assembly for 
pulling other equipment along for the ride. 
Hitch bar is removable with lynch pin. 
(Excludes Compact Outlaw)

Tow Hitch.
Quick to attach with two bolts, this hitch 
allows your Compact Outlaw, CZT, Maverick, 
ZT or MZ to tow trailers and accessories. 
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striping kit.
Make your yard look like a major-
league ballfield! Lay down baseball field 
precision stripes with our striping kit. 

Protective sun glasses.
Not only does the UV  and wrap-around 
protection help keep your eyes on the ball, they 
look great doing it.

work 
gloves.
Soft leather gloves 

fit great and are 
tough as 
nails.

Bumper Guards.
Available in 8˝ or 14,̋  these 
rubber guards offer front impact 
protection for your 
Outlaw, Maverick,
CZT,  ZT and MZ.Front Disc 

Brakes.
Exclusive and unique 
braking system quickly 
locks front casters for 
preventing fall-off and 
assuring straight runs 
for striping. 
(Fits Outlaw XP Only.)

Mower Covers.
Protects and fits both ROPS and Non-ROPS 
equipped Bad Boy Mowers. 

Airfoil 
Wing.
Perfect for adding the 
signature Bad Boy 
attitude to the fastest 
mower on the market. 
(Available on Outlaw only)

Adjustable 
Handles.
Simply bolt these on 
your steering levers for 
a completely adjustable 
operator fit. Standard on 
our Diesels, Outlaws and 
Maverick, fits ZT and  all 
MZ steering arms.

BELT 
TENSION 
GAUGE.
Properly calibrated 
for measuring 
perfect belt 
operation.
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Bad Boy Mowers has applied the 
same attributes of the toughest, 
most powerful commercial zero-
turn mower on the planet—at a 
better price—to the rotary cutter 
market.  With the same legendary 
build quality and reputation for 
virtually over-
building our 
equipment, the 
Bad Boy Cutter is 
every bit a Bad Boy 
through and through.

Heavy-gauge steel frames are notched and welded at intersection points and 
to the top of the deck itself. This creates unyielding strength and unbending 
durability for years of rugged use. The thicker steel sides are rolled to retain 

strength (not stamped) and welded along both top and bottom edges 
for maximum support and rigidity. The front line of abuse, our skid 

plates—made of heavier gauge steel than all others in this class 
and fully welded along its edge— are built to absorb years 

of jarring use.

The 50hp heavy-duty Omni RC51 
gearbox drives the blade tip speeds at a 

ripping 16,500 feet per minute—the fastest you’ll 
find anywhere!

GEARED for speed.

Culvert Cleaner
n Unique sweeping T-paddles expand 

open when pulling debris and rocks 
from culverts.

n For Culverts as small as 15˝ and up to 
25˝ in diameter. 

n Includes 7 different 
size paddles for all size 
operations.

n For low water bridges, 
concrete or steel culverts, beaver 
dams and irrigation culverts.

n Lifting force can be used to straighten 
and repair crushed steel culverts.

attaches easily 
to your track-hoe 
or back-hoe bucket.

Attaches quickly–works fast! Attach 
the Culvert Cleaner into the bucket 
with a chain for easy installation and 
simply push into clogged culvert to 
remove debris.
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our strengths 
play to a pretty 
picky crowd.

From country music legends Willie Nelson and Merle Haggard, to 
professional bull riders and baseball players, Bad Boy Mowers are being 
used every day on properties of celebrities and owners—just like yours. 
Sometimes, we’re even able to bring them all together. At our annual 
dealer meeting, we get together with our dealers throughout the country 
to learn a little, celebrate a little and entertain a little. We do all of it in the spirit of 
growing a stronger dealer family for you. And we’re always especially honored when some 
of our owners show up with a guitar, band and their legendary playlists.

Bad Boy Mowers is also proud to be the Official Mower of SeaWorld® and Busch Gardens,® 
helping to maintain and assist some of the perennially awarded “most beautiful park” 
properties across America. It’s a great honor and privilege in keeping their parks up to the 
highest standards and show off the quality of our mowers to millions of families across the 
country. From their world-class theme parks and thrill rides to Shamu® and premier animal, 
conservation and environmental programs, they’re great places to introduce a thrill ride you 

can bring home to your very own backyard—   
a new Zero-Turn from Bad Boy Mower!

Bad Boy is growing throughout the country—dealer by 
dealer and state by state. Our dealers are critical to our 
success in delivering you the very best value around. 
By supplying our dealer network directly, and working 
closely with them in support and service, you not only 
get the benefit of better pricing, you also get to know 
some pretty terrific people along the way. And we take 
our show on the road wherever we find an opportunity 

to expand  and introduce new folks to our 
mowers—and Bad Boy country.

A few of our owners are pretty well known 
for more than their taste in mowers.

Catalog location images were taken at locations around Blowing Rock, 
North Carolina, and specifically The Blue Ridge Mountain Club and 
Chetola Resort At Blowing Rock. 

We cannot thank them enough for their hospitality and sharing the 
incredible beauty of their community.
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GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  933cc, Air-Cooled  V-Twin

 Cutting Widths 6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

 Weight 6100/1230 lbs.; 7200/1310 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 52 /̋ 86˝

 Overall Width 6100/62 1/2 ;̋ 7200/73 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 6100/64 1/2 /̋74 ;̋ 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

  852cc, Air-Cooled 90° V-Twin

 Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

 Weight 5400/1180 lbs; 6100/1230 lbs.; 7200/1310 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 52 /̋ 86˝

 Overall Width 5400/54 ;̋ 6100/62 1/2 ;̋ 7200/73 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74̋ ; 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

FEATURES
Transmission Dual Hydrostatic; Independent Drives & Motors

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment  Foot-Assist Manual and Electric Actuator

Rear Tires/Front Tires 24x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth 

Fuel  13.8 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 12 mph

Swing-Away Design™

EZ-Ride System™

ArmorTek-5 Deck™

SteerTek Precision Drive™

 

1500cc
DIESEL

Swing-Away Design™

EZ-Ride System®

ArmorTek-5 Deck™

SteerTek Precision Drive™

1100cc
DIESEL

Swing-Away Design™

EZ-Ride System®

ArmorTek-5 Deck™

SteerTek Precision Drive™

DIESEL ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

       DIESEL 1500cc, 1.5L 4 Cylinder

 Cutting Widths 6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

 Weight 6100/1895 lbs.; 7200/1935 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 52 /̋ 85˝

 Overall Width 6100/61 1/2 ;̋ 7200/72 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 6100/64 1/2 /̋74 ;̋ 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

FEATURES
Transmission Dual Hydrostatic; Independent Drives & Motors

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment  Instant Lift Electric Actuator

Rear Tires/Front Tires 26x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  18 Gallons, Diesel 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 12 mph

DIESEL ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

       DIESEL 1100cc, 1.1L 3 Cylinder

 Cutting Widths 6100/61˝

 Weight 6100/1607 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 52 /̋ 79˝

 Overall Width 6100/61 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

FEATURES
Transmission Dual Hydrostatic; Independent Drives & Motors

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment Foot-Assist Manual and Electric Actuator

Rear Tires/Front Tires 26x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth 

Fuel  18 Gallons, Diesel 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 12 mph

For more specifications and information on our mowers, visit us online at www.badboymowers.com
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Swing-Away Design™

ArmorTek-5 Deck™

SteerTek Precision Drive™

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  933cc, Air-Cooled

 Cutting Widths 6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

 Weight 6100/1230 lbs.; 7200/1310 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

 Overall Width 6100/62 1/2 ;̋ 7200/73 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 6100/64 1/2 /̋74 ;̋ 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

  852cc, Air-Cooled FX

 Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61 ;̋  7200/72˝

 Weight 5400/1180 lbs; 6100/1230 lbs.; 7200/1310 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

 Overall Width 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6100/62 1/2 ;̋ 7200/73 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74̋ ; 7200/75 /̋84 1/2˝

  824cc, Air-Cooled  EFI

 Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61˝

 Weight 5400/1180 lbs.; 6100/1230 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

 Overall Width 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6100/62 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

FEATURES
Transmission 5400 Hydro-Gear® 16cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment  Foot-Assist Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 24x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  13.8 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 13 mph

 

Swing-Away Design™

ArmorTek-5 Deck™

SteerTek Precision Drive™

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  810cc, Air-Cooled

 Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61˝

 Weight 5400/1180 lbs.; 6100/1230 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

 Overall Width 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6100/62 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

  747cc, Air-Cooled Confidant

 Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61˝

 Weight 5400/1180 lbs.; 6100/1230 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

 Overall Width 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6100/62 1/2˝

 Tire to Tire Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

  726cc, Air-Cooled  FX

 Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6100/61˝

 Weight 5400/1180 lbs.; 6100/1230 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 48 /̋ 86˝

 Overall Width 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6100/62 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74˝

FEATURES
Transmission 4400 Hydro-Gear® 12cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment  Foot-Assist Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 24x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  13.8 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 11 mph

 

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  810cc, Air-Cooled 

 Cutting Widths 4200/42 ;̋  4800/48˝

 Weight 4200/990 lbs.; 4800/1005 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 49 /̋75˝

 Overall Width 4200/43 ;̋ 4800/49 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4200/49 /̋61 ;̋  4800/54 /̋61˝

  726cc, Air-Cooled FX

 Cutting Widths 4200/42 ;̋  4800/48˝

 Weight 4200/990 lbs; 4800/1005 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 49 /̋75˝

 Overall Width 4200/43 ;̋ 4800/49 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4200/49 /̋61 ;̋  4800/54 /̋61˝

FEATURES
Transmission 3400 Hydro-Gear® 12cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–5.5˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment  Foot-Assist Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 24x12-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  11 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 10 mph

 

Swing-Away Design™

ArmorTek-5 Deck™

SteerTek Precision Drive™

NEW MODEL 
FOR 2016
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GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  726cc, Air-Cooled FX 730V

 Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54 ;̋ 6100/61˝

 Weight 4800/862 lbs; 5400/871 lbs.; 6100/896 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 50 1/2 /̋66˝

 Overall Width 4800/49 1/2 ;̋ 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6100/62 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4800/54̋ /61 ;̋ 5400/59 /̋71 ;̋ 6100/64 1/2 /̋74̋

FEATURES
Transmission 3400 Hydro-Gear® 12cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1˝–4˝ Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment  Lever-Action Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 23x10.5-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  5.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 10 mph

Swing-Away Design™ SteerTek Precision Drive™

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  747cc, Air-Cooled  Confidant

 Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54 ;̋ 6000/60˝

 Weight 4800/862 lbs; 5400/871 lbs.; 6000/925 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 49 /̋75˝

 Overall Width 4800/49 1/2 ;̋ 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6000/62 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4800/54̋ /61 ;̋ 5400/58 /̋67 ;̋ 6000/64 /̋76˝

  726cc, Air-Cooled FS 730

 Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54 ;̋ 6000/60˝

 Weight 4800/862 lbs; 5400/871 lbs.; 6000/925 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 49˝

 Overall Width 4800/49 1/2 ;̋ 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6000/62 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4800/54̋ /61 ;̋ 5400/58 /̋67 ;̋ 6000/64 /̋76˝

FEATURES
Transmissio 3200 Hydro-Gear® 10cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–4˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment Instant Lift Electronic Actuator

Rear Tires/Front Tires 23x10.5-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  6.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 9 mph

EZ-Ride System®  SteerTek Precision Drive™

NEW MODEL 
FOR 2016

Swing-Away Design™ SteerTek Precision Drive™

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  726cc, Air-Cooled FX 691V

 Cutting Widths 3600/36˝

 Weight 3600/780 lbs

 Overall Height/Length 49 /̋62˝

 Overall Width 3600/41˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 3600/39 /̋51˝

FEATURES
Transmission 3400 Hydro-Gear® 12cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 1/4˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1˝–4˝ Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment  Lever-Action Manual

Rear Tires/Front Tires 23x8.5-12 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  5.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 10 mph

NEW MODEL 
FOR 2016
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GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  725cc, Air-Cooled  PRO 7000

 Cutting Widths 4200/42˝

 Weight 4200/585 lbs

 Overall Height/Length 42 /̋ 67 3/4˝

 Overall Width 4200/42˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4200/42 /̋54˝

  540cc, Air-Cooled

 Cutting Widths 4200/42˝

 Weight 4200/585 lbs

 Overall Height/Length 42 /̋ 67 3/4˝

 Overall Width 4200/42˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4200/42 /̋54˝

FEATURES
Transmission EZT Integrated Unit

Deck Thickness 1/8˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1˝–4˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment Foot-Assist Manual Lift

Rear Tires/Front Tires 18x8.5-8 Turf /11x6-5 Smooth 

Fuel  3 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 6 mph

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  747cc, Air-Cooled Pro 7000

 Cutting Widths 5400/54 ;̋  6000/60˝

 Weight 5400/831 lbs.; 6000/858 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 46 /̋ 74 1/2˝

 Overall Width 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6000/60 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 5400/58 /̋67 ;̋ 6000/64 /̋76˝

  725cc, Air-Cooled Pro 7000

 Cutting Widths 4800/48˝

 Weight 4800/804 lbs

 Overall Height/Length 46 /̋ 74 1/2˝

 Overall Width 4800/49 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4800/54̋ /61˝

  726cc, Air-Cooled  FR 730V

 Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54 ;̋ 6000/60˝

 Weight 4800/804 lbs; 5400/831 lbs.; 6000/858 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 46 /̋ 74 1/2˝

 Overall Width 4800/49 1/2 ;̋ 5400/55 1/2 ;̋ 6000/61 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4800/54̋ /61 ;̋ 5400/58 /̋67 ;̋ 6000/64 /̋76˝

FEATURES
Transmission 3100 Hydro-Gear® 10cc Integrated Transaxle

Deck Thickness 3/16˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1.5˝–4˝ with Deck Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment Instant Lift Electronic Actuator

Rear Tires/Front Tires 22x11-10 Turf /13x6.5-6 Smooth

Fuel  5.5 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 7 mph

GASOLINE ENGINE & SIZE OPTIONS

  725cc, Air-Cooled PRO 7000

 Cutting Widths 4800/48 ;̋  5400/54˝

 Weight 4800/585 lbs.; 5400/602 lbs.

 Overall Height/Length 42 /̋ 67 3/4˝

 Overall Width 4800/48 1/2 ;̋ 5400/54 1/2˝

 Chute Up/Down Width 4800/50 /̋62; 5400/58 /̋67˝

FEATURES
Transmission EZT Integrated Unit

Deck Thickness 1/8˝ Thick Solid Steel

Cutting Height 1˝–4˝ Height Control System

Lift and Height Adjustment  Foot-Assist Manual Lift

Rear Tires/Front Tires 18x9.5-8 Turf /11x6-5 Smooth

Fuel  3 Gallons, Unleaded Gasoline 

Ground Speed (forward) Up to 6 mph
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Just ask any of the 
hundreds of thousands 
that follow us online.
We’re not surprised to find a huge number 
of owners, future owners and tire kickers 
seeking us out on the web. In fact, we’re 
trying to make it as easy as possible for you 
to know just about anything and everything 
there is about Bad Boy Mowers. So search 
Bad Boy Mowers on FaceBook, YouTube, 
Twitter and Instagram, and you’ll find 
yourself in good company looking over the 
latest information, videos and goings-on 

around here. After all, we believe if 
you like us online, you’re going to 

love us and our mowers even 
more on your turf.

www.badboymowers.com

Packed with lots of handy 
information so you can get 
your hands on our handles.
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www.badboymowers.com 
102 Industrial Drive  •  Batesville, AR 72501  •  866-622-3269


